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9. Decompositio阻 ofDio封阻 A阻aloguesa阻dAblation Study for 
Carbon Nanotube 

Toshihiko Yamauchi 
Advanved Photon Research Center， Kansai Research Establishment， 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute， 
Tokai-murョ，Naka-伊 n，Ib紅ヨki-ken319・1195，Japan， tel:+81292825285，おx:+81292826057

Two application studies associated with the企eeelectron laser are presented separately， which are the titles of 
"A:Decomposition ofDioxin Analoguies"加 d"B:Ablation Study for Carbon Nanotube". 

A:Deco血 positio盟 ofDio玄inAnalog阻es

百ledecomposition of dioxin analogues by infrared (IR) laser irradiation includes the thermal destruction and 
m叫tiple-photondissociation. It is important for us to choose the highly absorbable laser waveleng血 forthe 

decomposition. 
百lethermal decomposition takes place by the irradiation of the low IR laser power. Considering the model of 

thermal decomposition， it is proposed that叫acent water molecules assist the decomposition of dioxin 
analogues in addition to the thermal decomposition by the direct laser absorption. 

Keywords : Dioxin， m laser・(FEL，CO2 laser)， PCB， Decomposition 

1.1阻trod阻ctio阻

The generation of dioxin becomes large problem as a hostile environment material. Measurement and 
decomposition for controlling the generation ofthis dioxin become an important research theme. 

It is studied to find the condition of compatibility of the decomposition by the wid官 infraredwaveleng也

range of JAERI FEL. To hegin with， before starting the examination of decomposition by the FEL， the 
possibility of the photolysis using the wavelength 10.6μm of CO， laser， or the decomposition by the laser 
abso中tion訂'estudied. 

Here， not 0且lythe FEL (22μm佃 d25μm are chosen) being available to change the wavelength in血e
infrared region as a preliminary号xaminationhut also CO， laser to which the dioxin shows the absorption were 
used[I]. And， OCDD (octachloro dib開 泊 予ara-dio瓦in)and OCDF (octachlorodibe脳 ofura且)in which toxicity 
eqnivalency quantity (TEQ) is the lowest現rechosen[2]、出 well田 PCB.

2. Decompositio阻 reactionof dio討阻S

One of the decomposition of dioxin by IR laser is the 
dechlorination， which becomes 由e free radical after 
removing the chlorine. The reactions are shown in eqs.(I)ー
(8). 

-(0) 
where is the dioxin， q祖 dq' are the photon 

COUIlt， qhv (v is the 1田 erfrequency) is the laser energy. The 
eq.(I) shows the dechlorination by th伝説bsorptionof laser， 
and eq.(2) shows the dissocia討onof surrounding water with 
dioxins (dissociation rate: 11 %). The金側 radicalof diox也s
combines with the atoms of chlorine， or hydrogen， or 
hydroxyl radical (eqs.(4)ー(6)).

The other reaction is the combustion reaction， which 
produces CO， combined with Oxygen， etc. 

匂川恥→

CI
2 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

H + CI --一・> HCI 
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，
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置、，，
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・、
3. Experimental arrangement 

CI + CI----・-> CI 
The laser beam was focused on the dioxin sample by the 

lens and the focusing radius was '" 50μID.百leFEL laser of 

600μs pulse duration (macropulse) with the repetition frequency 10 Hz is composed ofthe pulse train of 1-40 
ps (micropulse) with the repetition rate 10.4 MHz. The laser power of白emacropu¥se was "'0.1 kW，佃dthe 

power ofthe micropulse was 1 "'10 MW. The CO， laser power was 10 W， the pulse width could be varied企om

milli-second to continuous. 
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4. Experimental result 
官les位。ngabsorption spec回 ofdioxin OCDD exists at wavenumbers 999 ctn"' and 1425 cm-l 合om出e

F'Ourier同 lsf'Onn 時刻red(F甘R)abs'Orption spectrum[3].百ueesamples (first one was le食inthe chemical 
labora柏 ry，second was in羽di税制組dthird was not irradiated) were made闘 ingthe Iiquid of dioxin dissolved 
in toJuene. 

20 

a 
z 

.2;' 1 5 
富

218 
3 

E 
童 5

with lasel 

G 
5 10 15 20 25 30 

Wavelength i!lJ1) 
Fig.l OCDD and OCDF decomposition 

quantity depedent on incident laser 
wavelen帥.

百leexperin1ental result of d悦 ompositionrate (dioxin 
quantity of (without同 withirradiation) x 100/dioxin without 
irradiation) over 90 % was 'Obtained as described in the 
foll'Owing. Jn the fir日tplace， the octachloride dioxin was 

町adiatedwIth the wavelengtb 10.6μm (puls貯width:80μ， 
laser P'Ower 4 Wう 50minutes' irradiation )，組d血e
dec'Omposition rate was high by the measuremen1 'Of 
gaschr'Omatograph. Next， the same octachloride dioxin was 
irradiated with w削 elengt加盟関m and 25 !l-m，組d由e
decomp'Ositio日 could not be c1early observed. The 
experimental result of the 倫削mposeddi'Oxin quantity on 

laser wavelength is represented inドig.l[4].

Next、tbedi'Oxin samp除 mixedwith TCDDs， TCDFs， 

PCDDs， PCDFs， HpCDDsラ HpCDドs，HxCDDs可 HxCDF品、

OCDD， ODCF， and PCB 内ample were used. ln our 
experiment， the dec'Omposition rate of TCDD was higher 
白血 OCDD，and the dec'Omposition吋 PCDFswas easier 
白血PCDDs.
百ledecomp'Ositi'On rate 'OfPCB is 88.7 % in Fig.2 [5]. 

95 
_ _ _ f Averaged value=88.7% 
~. 90 1-__一一一_._..4____~ーヱー一一一一一-
号85f ¥¥CB 
‘ー

5.S阻田mary
百ledecomposition experiment 'Of the di'Oxin was studied 

using 曲ree infrared waveleng血s. As the result， the 
decomp'Osition successfully completed by irradiating with the 
infrared laser.τbe f'OlIowings were cl釘 ified by the 
expenment. 
1. By irradiating with the wavelength 10.6μm 
wbich is approximate to the peak 'Of in企ョred
absorption specけum，the dec'Omp'Osition 'Of 
di'Oxin was 'Observed. 

2. Atthe配 waveJen併1822μm叩 d25阿n，the 
e自己ctivedeωmp'Ositi'On C'Ould n'Ot be observed. 

3.百leresolved dioxin did n'Ot bec'Ome the 4---7 

chl'Oride dioxin， 'Or it was dec'Omposed int'O 'Other 

chemical substances or the 1-3 chloride dioxin， 

and the noxi'Ous di'Oxin disappeared. 
4.百lehydr'Ogen atom and hydr'Oxye radical 

desociated介。mwater by 1出 erplayan血lpO託ant

role f'Or the stabilization 'Of倉eeradical 'Of di'Oxins. 

Hereafter， it is considered to raise the decomposition 
efficieI町 byi附 diati時 with恥 FELadjusted to the s仕ong
absorpti'On lines 7.0μ凶 (OCDD)州 d6.5μm(OCDF). 
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B:Ablatio阻 Studyfor Carbo図 Na阻0細 be

百le1出 erablation罰則dyis performed for the aim 'Of a carb'On nan'Otube synthesis.百levap'Or by the ablati'On is 
weakly i'Oni却 d山 由ep'Ower of several~hundred megawatts. The plasma intemal energy is kept 'Over叩 8.5
times tonger than the vacuum. The cluster was produced企omthe weakly ionized g田恒theenclosed gas， which 
is composed 'Of血erough particles in the low power laser more由加血ehigh power which is c'Omposed of也e
白leparticles. 

Keywords: Na因。t国be，Ablation， Free Electron Laser， Plasma 

u阻troductio阻

百lenanotube study has become 'Of major in仕'estrecently[I]. It is kn'Own曲eyare useful for the materials 'Of 
field emissi'On[2]削 dhydrogen occIusion[3]. However， the mechanism of its synthesis is not cIear yet， and it is 
dif百cultto produce由自 masssynthesis by the method of釘'cdischarge[l] or YAG laser ablation[4] except for 
the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)泊toplasma[5].四en祖 otubeby the former has a perfect s仕uctureand a 
g'O'Od mechanical strength and a g'O'Od elec甘icaJconductivity m'Ore th佃 thelatter.百lerefore，也e企eeelec位on
laser with邑highp'Ower of GW畠nda c'On位。llablelaser wavelength is considered t'O be use削 f'Orthe mass 
synthesis of single wall nanotube (SWNT) . Beぬ>rethis synthesis， the fundamental study of laser ablation in也e
rare gases was performed. It is f'Ound that the weakly ionized vapor by laser ablation is kept f'Or a l'Ong peri'Od. 

2. Experimental arra阻gement

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.3.百lelaser beam was 1.5 mm in radius after passing through 
the aperture叩 d
a pair 'Of lens. 
τ'he laser beam 
W出 irradiated
on the target and 
the target was 
rotated by the 
sha食 a副 the
V司町 W槌

~ about 
~ 治官邸. 官le
Y甲ore叉panded
tow紅d 由e出e
same direction 
with 1部 er. A 
used diagnostics 
are as f'OII'Ows; 
weakly ionized 

Aperture 
f=40cm 

t ，町 4E園自園自'~'"図B 園・8'園 E 園・園自霊園・図 E留軍…図目固目園 III
""_1:....__ f=20 cm 

Ruby laser or FEL i.. Splitter 

Detector 

Fig.3 Experimental arrangement. 

c::::> 

CCDCamera 

g田 velocity---ImageIntensified Streak Camera and the d'Ouble probe， and spec回 1Jine emissi'On---spectr'Omat'Or 
(G250)ーThegas pressure was varied企om0.1 t'O 10 t'Oπ. 

3. Expe吋閥抗Dtalre容量Jlt
The carbon 'Or metal vapor produced by laser ablation is weakly i'Onized， which is pl邸 ma[6].百levapor 

vel'Ocity is s甘'Onglya百ectedby the encI'Osed伊s.百le
c'Olllsions-blast wave (interaction length~l mm)-
between the vap'Or and the encIosed gas， and the 
ph'Otoionizati'On ('Or ph'Ot'Oexcitati'On) by the plasma 
light were 'Observed within 2 cm[7]. 

The plasma shapes are shown泊 Fig.4， wh'Ose 
boundary are very clear in c'Omparision with the 
vacuUID. This白gureals'O shows the suppression 'Of 
plasma expansi'On by開cI'OsedXe gas.τbe plasma 
radius nearly通pproaches1 cm by increasing the gas 

2x1 0-5 torr 3.3めrr 7.9加rr
Fig.4 Suppressi'On 'Of plasma expansi'On by 
encl'Osed Xe gas. 

presstire. The initial electr'On tempe開 .tureis ~3 .3 eV， which is c'Onstant泊 avarity of enc1'Osed gas pressure.百le
electron density is ~3x lO 'l cm七whichis also c'Ons飽nt.Tlle decay of internaI electron energy are sbown in 
Fig.5. The internal energy at 1 t'O町'OfXeg槌 is8.5 times larger 白血 invacuUDl. This shows白atthe decay of 
plasma intemal energy is con仕olledby the encl'Osed g:出.
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百leaverage ion vel'Ocity is 1.3xl06 cm/s at the condition of lxl0.s torr and laser intensity 84 MW/cm2.τhe 
neu甘alg白 velocityin a plasma estimated by the theoretical equation is 5.2x105cm/s. The i'On velocity is nearly 
two times faster than 
the neu田 1gas velocity. 
In the encl'Osed g回，出e
plasma vel'Ocity 
becomes slow. The 
initial velocity 4xl06 

cmls decreases at出e
vel'Ocity 7.5xl0' cmls 
by the Xe gas pressure 
1.0 t'O汀.
Here， we c'Onsider the 

interacti'On between the 
pLasma and the 
enclosed gas. 百le
plasma particle A 
collides with the 
encl'Osed gas B; N + B 
-ー>A + B+ (B十一ー>B

+ hv(l)) and N一ー>A
+ hv(計百lespec汀al
lines emitted企omthe 
enclosed gas and 
plasma are measured 
clearly. ln this 
conditi'On， the plasma is 
i'Onized multiplely.百le
Al II spectral line 
(6201.7 A et al.) is 

emitted str'Ongly by th巴

e能 ctof enclosed gas司Whenthe target glass plate was set 1 cm away from target vertically， the cluster was 
'Observed 'On its surface as sh'Own in Fig6. lt is c'Onsidered白紙 thec1uster is produced '00 the way 'Of expansi'On 
by the increase 'Of c'Ollision in the enclosed gas， which is di自erentfrom in vacuum. 
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Fig.5 Slow decay of plasma intemal energy in enclosed Xe gas. 

4.S阻 阻mary
τbe ablation study is perf'Ormed品Irthe aim of 

nan'Otubes synthesis.明日ヨeveralmechanisms 'Of 
nan'Oωbe syn血esisare presented[8]，出atis， it is 
c'Onsidered出atthe plasma by the laser abalati'On 
is a key. It is inderstood that the c¥uster is 
con仕ol1ed by laser p'Ower，印刷closedgas 
density， a kind of gas. The author propose that the 
carbon nanotube is produced effectively by由e
ch'Oice 'Of laser wavelength in FEL. 
1.官leelec位。nintemal energy in enc¥osed Xe g出

(l t'Orr) is impr'Oved by 8.5由nesωmparedt'O in 
vacuum. 

2.百】eplasma is multiply ionized. 
3.百ler'Ough cluster is measured in the l'Ow laser 

p'Ower in the enclosed gas， and the fine is in Fig.6 Cluster adsorbed '00 gl田 spl蹴 bylaser ablati'On. 
high p'Ower(-100 MW/cm2

). 
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